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Israelis War Of Terror
Revealing the secret behind intemational terrorism
The secret of international terrorism is out.
European leaders Hanns-Martin Schleyer and Aldo

now openly targeting as their enemy the "Grand
Design" politics of the Bremen and Bonn summits -

Moro. kidnapped and murdered by "radical" gangs;
the bombing victims of the right-wing Croatian
Ustashi; and the multiplying targets among leading

politics which aim to attain detente with the Soviet
Union and peace in the Middle East through high-tech

Arabs of professional "hit" squads around the world.
are not the prey of a legitimate "sociological
phenomenon. " Instead. a chain of revelations aired in
the world press and largely blacked out in the United
States have blown the cover off both the unified line of
command and the unified purpose of all of these
violent deployments. under their various false
political labels.
Inaugurating a new
TERRORISM section.
Executive Intelligence Review brings you. in
exclusive. the global picture of how the European
"black nobility" centered in the British faction of the
Knights of Malta deploy both the left and right
varieties of terrorism through Israeli intelligence and
the Zionist lobby.
Our survey begins with a systematic explanation of
how the terrorism deployers work and why they are

nology economic growth and the rapid development of
nuclear energy. We include the shocking details of the
Israeli cabinet's decision to deploy "hit squads"
around the world to decimate the ranks of propeace
Arab forces; the revelations around the Moro and
Schleyer crimes which point the finger at Israeli
intelligence's nurtured terrorists.
among them
Baader-Meinhof kingpins Klein and Klaar and the
notorious "Carlos"; the press manipulations to divert
attention from the real controllers and point the finger
at the Kremlin. thereby contributing to the war
climate; and the map and chronology of the most
recent bloody events in Israel's war of terror.
Finally. we include the story of how the "Black
Guelph" and Israeli-Zionist networks have singled out
for harassment and attempted "hits" the key
organizations centralizing the Grand Design efforts.
namely the U.S. and European Labor Parties.

1. How Terrorism Is Deployed
Approximately two weeks ago, Israeli Minister of
Transportation Meir Amit announced the deployment
of Israeli hit teams all over Europe. The reason for the
deployment was reiterated by Amit for the second
time in a public speech he delivered on Aug. 23 at the
Funeral of an EI Al stewardess killed during an
ostensible Palestinian raid on an EI Al bus in London:
other countries are not sufficiently tough on
terrorism. he said. therefore Israel will do the job for
them.
As we will show, it is in fact Israel, together with
Britain,
that controls international terrorist
capabilities.
At the time of Amit's prouncement. French
intelligence sources reported that the Israeli
assassination squads had already been in place in
Spain. Greece and Italy. as well as other parts of
Europe. including London. The teams. as usual. would
operate without the knowledge of the governments of
the countries concerned.
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On the same day. Aug. 23. two Arabs were murdered
by these teams in Athens. while in Syria the Interior
Ministry's Director of Police, Ahmed Khalil. was also
murdered.
Khalil was the official who had
successfully cracked some key networks of Israeli
foreign terror operations operating out of Cairo.
Switzerland. West Germany. and Italy.
Inside Israel itself, according to the Intemational
Herald Tribune and other sources, a nation-wide
"antiterror" mobilization is taking place. linking all
security and intelligence-military commands in a top
down gearup of Israeli terrorism capability. under the
typical cover of further "antiterrorism control."
According to the Italian daily La Stampa. top U.S.
authorities consider the possibility of a new Middle
to be triggered by a predicted
East war imminent
"unprecedented wave of terrorism" which has
already begun. The timing was set to disrupt
President Carter's Camp David summit, and with it
the possibility of Middle East peace.
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But the incontestable primary target for Israeli
controlled terrorism is no doubt the nation of West

claim

Germany.

headquarters in Lebanon, according to Le Figaro

whose

government

under

Helmut Schmidt is the leading

Chancellor

organizer

of the

was

made

Organization

by

the

following

Palestine

the

Liberation

bombing

of

PLO

program for a revamped gold-backed

reports. Sources also cited Iraqi-based Abu Nidal's
terror organization as an Israeli operation. These

monetary system. This. the London Times and London

claims were backed up by Egyptian police authorities,

"Bremen"

Financial Times have repeatedly warned. would
bankrupt the existing international bodies under
London's control. i.e.. the International Monetary
Fund

and

bubble.

its

which

dependent

Eurodollar

keeps

London-based

the

speculative

including the cited murdered Syrian Police Director
Khalil, who reported possession of massive evidence
of the real source of Baader-Meinhof. Red Brigades.
and so-called Palestinain terror. Their Israeli origins

banking

have also been widely reported privately by top Arab

networks afloat. The international terror capability

diplomats in the U.S. and Western Europe. as well as

that Britain and Israel jointly control is the weapon
being deployed in those networks' defense.

Pentagon intelligence sources.
Hit

Press Exposure
These

and

earlier

cited

What

announcements

of

an

emerges

parallel

levels

Teams, Cover, Money
through

of

investigation

operations

which

are

three

jointly

run

international terror escalation come at the same time
that the official channels in Italy. France. the Middle

international terrorism, all ultimately tracing back to

East, and elsewhere have begun to expose Israel as
the source of international terrorism. The exposure

(1) The professional hit team level. of the kind which
Israeli Transport Minister Meir Amit admitted was

campaign was launched Aug. 17 with an interview in
the French daily l'Aurore with Italian General Dalla

being deployed by Israel.
(2) The "cover" level of the left-wing terrorist

Chiesa, a carabinieri general recently appointed by
Italian Premier Andreotti to head investigations into

the professional teams. and

the foreign networks
kidnapping

and

responsible

subsequent

for

murder

the

March

of

former

Premier Aldo Moro (See box). Dalla Chiesa identified
Joaquim Klein as an agent of the Israeli Mossad (a

Israeli and British origins. These are:

gangs which typically provide the suitable cover for
(3) The level of financing both of the above. which
leads to London-controlled Jewish financial houses.
The first level speaks for itself. The functioning
level of the level two capability can be understood

branch of Israeli intelligence). Besides Klein's role in

when traced back to its source. In this regard. the case

the founding of the Baader-Meinhof.

of Daniel Cohn-Bendit is exemplary. During the

he was the

1968

mastermind of the 1975 raid on the Vienna OPEC
meeting.

events in France. Cohn-Bendit was protected. given

Dalla Chiesa reported that Klein had been recently

into West Germany by the Red Cross. a seemingly

at an Israeli kibbutz for extensive Mossad debriefing
before receiving new identification papers and

innocuous organization founded by the Order of St.

deploying to an unspecified country.
On the following day. the Italian daily

Il Giorno

cover from the police, and ultimately conduited safely

John of Jerusalem (Knights of Malta) as a terrorist
conduit (documented in a special report. "The Black
International Terrorist

Assassination Plot to Kill

independently conformed the General's accusations,

Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr.... published by Campaigner

and a heated debate began in the Italian press.

Publications.)

including

denials

of

the

charge

by

the

general

Following the French destabilization of 1968, Israeli

secretary of the Italian Socialist Party Craxi, whose

agent Cohn-Bendit was relocated to Israel. where he

funding comes directly from Jewish sources in West

led the Fourth International's Matzpen Party in a

Germany through one Walter Hesselbach (whom we

proterrorist

shall meet again below).

individuals

The West German Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
on

Aug.

18

nonetheless

further

confirmed

Dalla

Chiesa's claims about Klein, and revealed that
another Baader-Meinhof member, H. Klaar, was in
Italy under Mossad auspices during the period of the
Moro kidnapping, without Italian police authorities
having been informed. West German television also
picked up the story, announcing the beginning of an
official government investigation. The density of
exposure has prompted the Israeli government to
issue a formal denial. widely circulated through the

Jerusalem Post, Ha'Aretz, and similar press conduits.
On the Arab side, the European exposure campaign

direction,

organizing

later arrested for

a

terror

half-dozen
and

spying

activities under the name of the"Red Front" scandal,
which paved the way for terrorism that was later
blamed on the Palestinians by the Israeli government.
Cohn-Bendit. over the past week. attended pro
Croatian

rallies

in

Frankfurt.

culminating

in

a

meeting including the notorious terrorist Rudi
Dutschke ("red Rudi") and others from contaminated
sections

of

the

Social

Democratic

Party

(SPD)

machine in West Germany. According to Der Spiegel,

Die Welt. and other press conduits, the meeting was
called to"refound the SPD" through the integration of
the

terrorist

underground

and

the "greenie"

or

has been matched with parallel accusations against

environmentalist movement together with sections of
the S.PD. with Cohn-Bendit running as a state-wide

Israel as the manufacturer of intra-Arab warfare. The

candidate in the upcoming Hessen state elections.
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New Openings In Italy's Mere Case
Simultaneous with the formation three weeks ago
of a special Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry

operational center for the Moro k id n apping. Among
the many mistakes committed around the via

to investigate the assassination of former Italian
premier and president of the Christian Democratic
Party, Aldo Moro, security service officers in
charge of the case are actively following up the
"international links" of the Red Brigades into West
Germany and Egypt. The officers ha ve established
that clues leading to an international network of
terrorists were known to the Interior Ministry two

Gradoli hideout. there is one that is most
disconcerting: once the base was discovered March
18 (two days after the kidnapping
ed.) the deputy
attorney general directing the in ve sti gation at the
time ordered that all the material be confiscated
and taken to the offices of Criminalpol (the Italian
branch of Interpol- ed.) where it was"frozen" for
many weeks.... A qualitative shift in the investiga
tion is expected in light of the new evidence ...

days after Moro was kidnapped. The clues were

found by the police in the headquarters and
logistics center of the operation against Moro in via
Gradoli, Rome. The paper of the Italian Communist
Party, L'Unita, and Italy's paper of record Corriere
della Sera gave broad coverage of this new develop
ment in the Moro case:

L'UnitA. Aug. 10:
Behind the assassination of Aldo Moro there is a
plot that goes beyond our borders. The suspicion is
old...but now the investigators are sure: they are
not working on

a hypothesis

but on concrete

elements already gathered. Two judges working on
the case - Ferdinando Imposimato and Rosario
Priore - have gone to Wiesbaden (West Germany)
to collect (more evidence)... .Some of the decisive
evidence was collected in the Rome apartment of
via Gradoli. considered to be the Red Brigade

These networks are allowed to remain in place and
operate with freedom through contamination of the
official police apparatus. Indicative is the Hesselbach
network. already cited. which conduits the funding for
Cohn-Bendit's operation. The link-up in this case runs
through the von Opel family. a band of drug-runners
who are family friends of Hesselbach. Frauline von
Opel is a close friend of both Cohn-Bendit and Rudi
Dutschke.
Hesselbach is chairman of the Administrative
Council of the Deutsche Bundespost. and the leading
conduit for terrorism against the European Labor
Party. He is a member of the Jerusalem Foundation,
although according to the Foundation's West German
director Hesselbach is not listed in the official rolls of
the organization because he is so personally exposed
as to endanger the position of the Foundation itself.
The Jerusalem Foundation in turn is one of the leading
international Jewish terror arms of the London-based
Knights of Malta.
Recently. intelligence sources in Italy provided this
newsservice with evidence linking Israeli intelligence
and Zionist circles to the "black nobility" of Europe in
the terrorist command. The evidence, which has
already

Aug. 29

-

been

substantially
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corroborated

by

this

-

.

Corriere della Sera. Aug. 13:
Rome has alreadY asked for an official meeting
with Cairo's attorney general. Ibrahim El Kaliubi.
Late last April some 20 terrorists were arrested in
Cairo. among them four Europeans charged with
belonging to a terrorist central command center
which links up with the Red Brigades and the Red
Army Iraction (the Baader-Meinhof - ed.) ...There
are talks about imminent arrests ... .Following
cooperation requested from the West German
police and magistrature ... the judges want to
personally check the (Cairo) clue....
The judges were very surprised to learn that less
than 48 hours alter Moro's kidnapping a clear clue
had reached the chief of police (regarding the via
Gradoli hideout - ed. ) .... On March 18 the police
went to via Gradoli but only knocked at the door.

magazine and by western intelligence services.
centers around a Romanian Jew. George Mandel
(alias Mantello) in the employ of Prince Umberto of
Savoy. Mandel is reportedly a partner in a dummy
firm in Switzerland named Cappocetto which launders
money from the Israeli labor organization Histadrut
into both overt terrorist operations and B'nai B'rith
organizations in Europe and North America. Among
Mandel's closest collaborators in this effort are Dr.
Erlich. who heads the Basel quarters of B'nai B'rith.
and J.P. Bloch. a Paris-based Rothschild family agent
who runs the LICA. The LICA is a Zionist organization
which, in its capacity as a subsidiary of the Jerusalem
Foundation, has been behind a recent campaign of
slanders and violence against the European Labor
Party.
It was Mandel who safely smuggled out of the U.S.
and into Italy one Colonel Shaw, who was involved in
the Kennedy assassination. This was accomplished
through the good offices of the Bank of Montreal, a
bank operated by the Canadian machine of Edgar
Bronfman. himself a member of the Jerusalem
Foundation and a Knight of Malta with the closest
historical ties to the British Montefiore-Samuel
family. founders of Royal Dutch Shell. and a dozen
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financial

houses

including

Hill

Samuel,

Samuel

terrorism's international controllers. The statements

a grid of other Canada-based corporate entities all

of Italian General Dalla Chiesa,
collaboration with West German,

intersecting the interests of the Bronfman family.

Egyptian intelligence, represent the beginning of the

Montagu, and others. Mandel has also been traced into

These involve the Centro Mondiale Commerciale and
interlocked entities in Basel and Geneva (heavily

released in
French and

kind of exposure which could bring terrorism to a halt

bankrolled by the Seligman banking family of London

once and for all.
What is required now is for the actual City of London

and New York City), which have a long history of

control of Zionist and related terrorism to be publicly

financing

Nazi

and

neo-Nazi

operations.

These

connections included Jacques Soustelle's OAS (Secret
Army Organization), which was responsible for an
estimated 300 assassination attempts against French
President DeGaulle during the 1960s.
At no time in recent history have the factions
opposed

to

terrorism

so

demonstrated

their

willingness to shut down the centers of terrorist
deployment

by

beginning

to

publicly

brand

aired,

demystifying

the

carefully

created

"sociological" and other mystiques which have thus
far been employed to divert the investigator away
from the crucial "level three" operations of terrorist
financing.

Once

international

these

terrorism

are
will

fully
be

documented,

exposed

as

the

deployable weapon of a closely interrelated set of
financial institutions who wield terror as a weapon to
keep the rest of the world in line.
- Vivian Zoakos

Terror's Israeli Links Revealed In The Press
Below are excerpts of a front-page article that
appeared in the French conservative daily

Carlos's lieutenant has thus contracted a life
insurance policy. If we agree to allow Italy to

L'Aurore Aug. 17, authored by Philippe Bernert and
headlined "Carlos's Lieutenant in the Hands of the

benefit from our discoveries in terrorism,

Mossad, " documenting Israeli intelligence control
over Baader-Meinhof terrorist Joachim Klein. The
news was subsequently picked up in several leading
West European newspapers.

the

(Israeli) specialist whom I interrogated said, it is
because Rome's policy toward Israel has evolved.
We

are

not

even

talking

about

the

historical

compromise affair, but for a very long time, for oil
reasons, Italy has flirted with the Third World, and
found itself committed on the side of

(Libyan

leader) Qaddafi, to the point of making a secret
A specialist of the secret war explained to me that
the services of Dalla Chiesa will be able to benefit
from the capital aid of the Israeli Mossad . . . . The
Israeli secret services, who are among the best
informed

on

questions

of

terrorism,

recently

agreement with him: in exchange for oil and the
promise that the Palestinians would not attack
Alitalia planes, Rome would free without trial the
terrorists who killed more than 30 people at

succeeded in a master coup by taking over one of

Fuimicino . . . . The rapprochement between Rome
and Jerusalem will also tighten the net around the

the leading members of the Baader-Meinhof, the

terrorists who assassinated Aldo Moro . . . .

ex-terrorist Joachim Klein, Carlos's lieutenant . . . .
He began to reflect, and on April 26, 197 7 , in a
symbolic gesture Klein sent the magazine Der

Spiegel by mail from Milan his Zbrojovka 38 Czech
revolver, with a few words: "I am abandoning. I
have done enough evil as it is . . . .

"

protection. He negotiates with the Israeli secret

Unbelievable, and yet true: the most wanted
terrorist in the world, Illich Ramirez, called Carlos,

services. Wasn't his mother Jewish? . . .

waiting in the middle of passengers with his arms

Hounded

by

all. . .

Klein

began

looking

for

As proof of his good faith, he will give them

crossed out of idleness,

in London's Heathrow

indications which will permit them to foil two

Airport.

planned attacks against the Jewish community of

Secret service agents photographed him, but did
not arrest him. How come? . . .

Berlin and Frankfurt

planned

by the

Baader
been the

A secret service agent (Israeli - ed. ) deflected

depository of the terrorist secrets: he knows the

the indignation of German, English, and French

Meinhof.. . .
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The treatment of Klein is particularly interesting
when it is recalled that the West German
newspaper, Bild Zeitung, ran this picture caption
coverage of Carlos on July 23:

But for years

Klein

has

training camps of Southern Yemen and Iraq. Klein

terrorist experts by saying that in this way one has

alone

the

is

more

valuable

than

the

Wiesbaden

international

terrorist

scene

under

better

computer. The Israelis decided to set him up under

control. Besides, Carlos is wanted by so many

an assumed name in a particularly well protected
kibbutz in Negev.

problem . .. .

TERRORISM

countries that his extradition represents a legal
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The Terrorist Deployers� Networks

IRAN

LONDON

Her Majesty the Queen
British Round Table
Jerusalem Foundation
Royal Institute for International
Affairs
Institute for the Study of
Conflict
International Institute for
Strategic Studies
Center for Policy Studies
Barclays Bank
British Petroleum
Aims for Industry
Institute for E c o n o m i c
Affairs
National Westminster Bank
Bank of England
BBC
Reuters
London Times
Daily Telegraph
S.G. Warburg and Co. , Ltd.

AMSTERDAM
(the

European wing of the Institute
for

Policy

Studies'

Le

Nouvel

Observateur

( B r i t i s h-Roth schi Id-co n 
trolled weekly magazine,
cover
for
"e co l o g i s t"
terrorists)
Guy and Edmond de Roths
child: founders of French
Zionist lobby
Jacques Sou stelle (cocon
spirator

of

terrorist,

anti

Gaullist OAS)
Michel

Poniatowski

(former

BASEL

Cappocetto

CYPRUS
(dummy

ation that launders terrorist fin

-
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Two sovereign British military

ancing;
owned by George
Mandel, agent of Italian pre
tender Umberto of Savoy)

bases
EOKA-B fascist underground
Rauf Denktash, Turkish Cypriot
chief

MUNICH

BEIRUT

Operating center for neo-Nazi
Franz Josef Strauss.

Falange (AI-Kataeb)
National Liberal Party

ELTVILLE

camille Chamoun
"Rejection Front"

Graf von Eltz (Grand Master for
West Germany of the Sover
eign Order of St. John of Jeru
salem, Knights of Malta)

DUSSELDORF
Dr.
Charlotte von Loeper
(Deputy Chairman of the Jeru
salem Foundation in West Ger
many; heavily involved in Zion

FRANKFURT
Deutsche Bundesposte head
quarters
Bank fur Gemeinwirtschaft
(both under the control of
Walter Hesselbach; leading
conduits for terrorist funding)

TEL AVIV (larael)
Mossad
Modi'in (Mil. Intell.)
Shin Beth
Moshe Dayan and ex-Rafi-ites
Ariel Sharon
Ezer Weizman
Yigal Alion
Jerusalem Foundation
Hebrew University

BAGHDAD
Abu Nidal
Ayatollah Khomeiny
Michel Aflaq, Baath
Guard"
Barzani-Talabani Kurds

"Old

TEHERAN

private

Bahai Cult
Shi'ite rebels

intelligence-terrorist network.)

Aug. 29

corpor

ist terror activities)

Royal family of Belgium (top
controllers of the Knights of
Malta)

Institute

Racisme et I' Antisemitisme
(LlCA)

Minister of Interior, leading
member of the "Black Inter
national")
Liberation (extreme-left news
service, fronts for terrorism)

BRUSSELS

Transnational

PARIS

Ligue Internationale Contre Ie
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2. The Battle Over Terror In Europe
Aug. 1: Christian Democratic Minister President
Albrecht of Lower Saxony announced he is in
possession of a terrorist hit list which he will not make
available to the authopities.
- Muenchner Merkur, newspaper of Bavarian neo
Nazi Franz Josef Strauss predicted Arab terrorism all
over Europe.

- Bayern Kurier, similarly controlled by Strauss,
alleged Chancellor Helmut Schmidt has a Nazi past.
Aug. 7: Hans Filbinger, Minister President of the
state of Baaden-Wurttemburg, was forced to resign
for alleged past Nazi activity. Filbinger is one of the
most outspoken supporters of S chmidt's economic
policies in the German Christian Democracy.

- Der Spiegel interviewed Joaquim Klein,
cofounder of the Baader-Meinhoff terror gang, who is
in hiding at an undisclosed location. The article
attempted to whitewash Klein who is portrayed as a
"reformed"

terrorist.

Klein

was

subsequently

exposed as a continuing Israeli terror operative.
•

Aug. 10: Franz Josef S trauss and others in his

Christian Social Union party (Voss, Zimmerman)
called a parliamentary question on the constitu
tionality of aspects of the Bremen summit economic
program in West Germany.

Aug.

11:

reviewed

The

Soviet

military

Orchestra, "

"Black

Red Star

daily
a

book

recently

published in Paris, which discusses the role of
Western intelligence services in neofascist activities.
The spiritual closeness of neofascism and Zionism is
noted in the book. The militarism of Israel and its
brazen expansionist policy in particular command the
respect of the neofascists, writes the author. In "the
spiritual arsenal" of neo-Nazism there is a place for
the ideas of the "Great Helmsman" (Mao Tse-tung ed.).

Aug. 15: Guido Giannettini, Italian intelligence
agent linked to Premier Andreotti of Italy, held a
press conference after being allowed to return to Italy
from exile. In

1974 key agent Giannettini had authored

the "Dossier San Marco" (subsequently published in
translation by the Executive Intelligence Review)
which

detailed

the

Israeli

control,

through

the

Mossad, of European terrorism and its links to
Kissinger and the Watergate scandal.
Aug. 16: Christian Science Monitor correspondent
Paul Wohl cited articles from the important S oviet
weekly publications Nedelya, the S unday supplement
of Izvestia, and Ogonyok, reported to be an
"unprecedented offensive against 'Jewish controlled

The Press Battle ...
Last week the press was one of the most important
battlegrounds in the fight over international terror.
Here, several o/ the key articles:

computer facilities.
The S oviet interest in sabotage reveals a willingness
to use terrorist methods to bring about the triumph of
world "socialism" - and therefore casts doubts on
Moscow's denials of any involvement with inter
national terrorist groups that are currently active.

london: Terror Is Soviets' "Covert War"
London Times, "The Intelligence War : Moscow Plan
to S abotage West, " by Robert Moss (known to be
directly tied to British intelligence), Aug. 2 1:
...A number of Soviet bloc defectors have testified

Western governments have a duty to make as much
public as can be disclosed without compromising
intelligence methods or sources.
The facts give the lie to those who persist in making
out that any attempt to describe the reality of the

that the secret departments of the KGB and the GRU
(Soviet military intelligence) responsible for sabotage

S oviet threat is an effort to revive the"Cold War."

have detailed plans to orchestrate strike action,

the KGB day by day, inside our borders...

Covert warfare is being waged against the West by

demonstrations, and physical destruction in a period
of tension, short of armed conflict, to paralyze West

"Moro Case Was Not a Simple Case of Terrorism"

European countries.

II Giomo (Italian daily) , interview with Flaminio

...But the ptost dramatic insights into Soviet plans
for industrial sabotage came from Oleg Lyalin, the
man who defected to Britain in 197 1, bringing with him
the darkest secrets of the KGB's Department V.

The pact (between the DC and Italian Communist
Party,

...Lyalin told his British debriefers in great detail
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Piccoli, the new president of the ruling Christian
Democratic (DC) Party, Aug. 22:
PCI -

ed.) we are initiating now origi

about the KGB's preparations for the sabotage of vital

nated out of the national and international situa
tion of crisis. Think of the fluctuations of the inter

services,

national

industrial

TERRORISM

centres,

communications

and
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currencies,

which

are

indications
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of

capitalism' and 'Zionist terror". As reported by the

Monitor. the articles published a study dealing "with
an alleged Jewish stranglehold over the world's multi
billion weapons trade. 'the most Zionist of businesses
which pays the dividends of blood collected by the
cosmopolites of the lord of hosts." The articles also
"deal particularly with (Lazard Freres). . . ·one of the
world's principal financial empires. founded and
controlled by Jewish bankers. Kuhn Loeb. the
Rothschilds. etc. . ..Tell me who your banker is and

I

shall tell you who you are...

.. •

AUI. 17: Italian General Carlo Alberto Dalla Chiesa
interviewed by the French daily l'Aurore cited
terrorist Joachim Klein as being under control of the
Israeli Mossad intelligence organization.

Aug. 18: Italian S ocialist Party General S ecretary
Craxi authored an editorial in Avanti. the party paper.
denying that Klein is an Israeli agent and charging
that he is instead under the control of the East bloc.

AUI. 18: The Italian daily Il Giornale independently
corroborated Dalla Chiesa's charge about Klein and
his Mossad employers.

AUI. 19: The Soviet journal Sotsialisticheskaya
Industriya. in an article titled "The Zionists Are the
Gun

Runners."

said that

the

same

capital that

Au,. 21: Spiegel magazine reveals a coming wave of
terrorism from Croatian. Baader
Meinhof. and other terrorist networks.
Au,. 21: Der Spiegel. together with Die Welt and
others. covered the meeting of Cohn-Bendit. Rudi
Dutschke. and others in the Social Democratic (S PD)
machine of West Germany to "refound the S PD"
through collaboration between terrorist and environ
mental circles.
Aug. 22: Italian magistrate Galluci announced an
upcoming trip to Cairo to follow the tracks of exposed
Isreali terrorist Joachim Klein.
Au,. 22: L 'Unitli. official daily of the Italian
Communist Party. charged that London appears to
function as an international center of terrorism.
Au,. 23: Two days after the appearance of Robert
Moss's column in the London Times attempting to
divert investigations into terrorist control to the East
bloc (see box). the Italian Il Messaggero pub lished an
article attacking top DC foreign affairs advisor
Granelli for refusing to admit in an earlier interview
that terrorism does indeed originate from the socialist
countries. Instead Messagero counterposes Socialist

anti-German

Party secretary Bettino Craxi to Granelli. champion
ing Craxi for being the only one who openly points to

created Zionism today runs two-thirds of the inter

Czechoslovakia and other socialist countries as the

national illegal gun traffic; international Zionism does

terrorist deployers.

not want a settlementto the Mideast crisis .

. . . Three Examples
economic and political contrasts...We must learn from
the lessons of the Weimar Republic .. . .The attitude of
the PCI has contributed a lot to the democratic
order.. . and in particular in connection with the

response we must give to the armed party (terror
ists).. . . We are on the road of violence. of local wars
and of terrorism. This is not the beginning. but is the
climate of a world conflict.
(Asked about the attacks to which he has been

subjected by some members of the press for "knowing
and not saying" what he knows about the networks
involved in the murder of ex-Premier Aldo Moro.
Piccoli responds: )

German

territory.

The

signs

are

mounting

influencing the state elections in Hesse and Bavaria
through concrete initiatives . .. .
Nothing's over yet. O n the contrary. much points to
the assumption that the respite since the S chleyer
kidnapping is coming to an end. For quite a while
there have been an increasing number of signs that
Red Army Fraction anarchists are planning new
actions in the Federal Republic.. . . New kidnappings
are considered just as probable as ambush murders or
well-aimed bullets destined for prominent politicians.

The Moro case was not a simple case of terrorism.
In him they wanted to strike at the autonomous Italian

top officials or influential economic leaders . ...

policy.. J feel that the truth will come out. and think

environmental

that

(Christian

Democrat

General

S ecretary)

Zaccagnini was very right to impose on the DC the

(Schmidt's) plan for S eptember is to begin an
protection

offensive

against

the

"greenies." and to have the government give a
glowing report about itself during the budget debate.
in

effort to reach the truth at all costs.

that

terrorists are becoming active once again. This could
Federal Chancellor S chmidt's idea of
stymie

order to warm up the memory of Schmidt's

successful summer diplomacy and his tax relief

"Terrorism: The Respite Is Over"
Der Spiegel. lead article. Aug. 21 :
After the attack on the Consulate General in
Chicago. Bonn fears an escalation of violence on

Aug. 29

-
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decisions.
But the hostage-taking i. Chicago has shown the
people in Bonn once again how little their political
calculations are worth when terrorists strike.
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3. The Worldwide Activation
Aua. 14: Two bombs were set in New York locations.
Croatian terrorists claimed responsibility. These were
accompanied by a note threatening the life of West
Germany's Chancellor Schmidt if Croatian terrorist
Stephen Bilandzic, now in West German custody. is
exchanged for Baader-Meinhof terrorists now held in
Yugoslavia.
Aua. 15: Bilandzic's attorney threatens that if
Bilandzic is handed over to Yugoslavia, there would
be an unprecedented wave of terrorism against the
West German state.
Aua. 17: Croatian terrorists attacked the West
German consulate in Chicago, threatening to kill eight
hostages and blow up the building if Bilandzic was not
released.
Aua. 18:

Eight bombs exploded on British Army

installations in West Germany. This was later
attributed to the Irish Republican Army by British
army "terrorism experts" flown in from London and
Belfast. Reuters - the press service of the British
Monarchy - predicted that the IRA Provos, in
a s s o c i a t i o n with t h e
Baader-Meinhof and

"Palestinian" terrorists would launch a new
campaign in West Germany.
Aug. 19: Moslem Shi'ite terrorists burned down a
crowded movie theatre in Teheran. Iran. killing
approximately 400 people. This was the latest in a
series of attacks by the Shi'ites protesting the
modernization policies of the Shah.
Aug. 20: Israeli-controlled Arab terrorists attacked a
bus in London carrying an EI Al airline crew and
passengers. An Israeli stewardess and one of the
gunmen were killed and nine others injured.
Aug. 20: Three smoke bombs were thrown into a
Paris-Moscow train in Belgium by the Belgian "Youth
Front" in protest of the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia 10 years ago.
Aug. 20: Two bombs were defused by police in
Jerusalem, and a third bomb found and disposed of in
Ramla, Israel.
Aug. 22: A prediction of a possible "radical" hit
against Italian Communist Party General Secretary
Enrico Berlinguer. who is a key individual for Italy's
participation in the Bonn-Bremen arrangements,
appeared in the Washington Post.

4. Terror Circles Attack The Labor Parties
The same Jerusalem Foundation-dominated Zionist

networks behind an international terrorist activation
and an Israeli-provoked Middle East War are
presently in full deployment against the U. S. Labor
Party and a cothinker organization, the European

Labor Party.
The office of the European Labor Party in Sweden
was visited by two Finnish women who identified
themselves as members of "CIA Watch," an inter
national organization founded by Philip Agee, whose
express purpose is to "expose CIA agents" around the
world to set them up for assassination. The women
stated that they had been instructed to photograph
members of the party and its offices for part of Agee's
"research."
In late July, operatives of the Jerusalem Foundation
and the Most Venerable Sovereign Order of St. John
(Knights of Malta) , including Henry Bloch of Warburg
Pincus Investment House, Nahum Bernstein, founder
of the Jerusalem Foundation. and members of the
British Round Table-run Heritage Foundation were
among those mentioned by sources as movers of an
assassination attempt against U. S. Labor Party
Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche.
Since July 10, when West German Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt and French President Giscard
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announced the plans for the creation of a European
Monetary Fund - the realization of the 1975 program
for international development banks authored by U.S.
Labor Party chairman LaRouche - these networks,
using the gutter-level operatives of the B'nai B'rith
Anti-Defamation League and their controlled "left"
and "right" terrorist countergangs have channeled
significant international efforts into closing down the
Labor Parties.
Financial Warfare

In West Germany, through the Federal Bundespost,
a financial warfare effort against the European Labor
Party is being coordinated by Walter Hesselbach,
chairman of the Administrative Council ·of the
Bundespost. Hesselbach is one of the top Black Guelph
plants in West German financial circles. (For a
detailed discussion of Hesselbach and others' activi
ties in the world flow of "dirty money," see
ECONOMICS.) Hesselbach is a secret member of the
Knights of Malta controlled Jerusalem Foundation.
Through philanthropic fronts like the German Society
for Cultivation of Economic Relations with Israel,
which he founded, he has funneled millions of dollars
of assets from the banks which he controls to
Jerusalem Foundation projects in Israel.
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The objective of the Bundespost operation is to close
down the European Labor Party by cutting all inter

California-based New World Liberation Front. The

national communication, at the very point that the

California? " quoted ADL Los Angeles head David

Barb's

story,

titled

"Right

Wing

Terror

in

party's own analysis of Israel's role in directing inter

Lehrer

national terrorism closely intersects that of networks

terrorism, carried articles interviewing an above

in the West European intelligence community who

ground member of the NWLF and" A Lesson from the

have exposed Israeli intelligence's fingertip direction

Red Brigades. "

of the Baader-Meinhof gang.

at

length.

The

same

issue,

devoted

to

The Barb article states:

In France, the national Anti-Defamation League
affiliate, LICA has conducted a daily surveillance and
harassment campaign against members of the ELP in
Paris. ELP members have received telephone death
threats

and

have

been

physically

attacked

by

psychotic LICA footsoldiers calling the ELP "anti
Semitic." On Aug. 19, the French leftist paper Le

Nouvel Observateur slandered the U.S. Labor Party
as an "extreme right sect," and complained that it is
"ferociously fighting against ecology."
The source of the marching orders of this inter
national campaign has been directly traced to the
offices of the Anti-Defamation League's "Fact
Finding Division" in New York, the same division
which has terrorized Jewish communities for over 20

As the Nazis and the KKK try to gain some undeserved
legitimacy, the mantle of reactionary thuggery has
recently passed to - the National Caucus of Labor
Committees (founding group of the U.S. Labor
Party) ... many charged that the NCLC was itself a CIA or
police front .... Most recently. according to Lehrer of the
ADL. the NCLC has 'formed a coalition with the most
virulent right wing groups in California.'

On August 24, Paul Grabowicz, the author of the
Berkeley Barb article and a correspondent for the
Institute for Policy Studies-related New Times
contacted the USLP national headquarters to
announce that New Times was planning a feature'
length slander on the USLP.

years by funding and creating synthetic Nazi groups.
This is the same ADL whose leading member, Arnold
Forstner, was once arrested for painting swastikas on
synagogues as part of this shakedown operation. (For

Knights of St John
Plan Suit against USLP
.

a full report on the ADL's operations, see our Aug. 713 , 1978 issue, Vol. V, No. 30.)
Now the ADL in New York circulated an anonymous
White Paper accusing the USLP and affiliated organ

According to banking sources in Europe, the

izations of "anti-Semitic overtones." But the real
concern of the ADL centers on what its White Paper

Order of St. John of Jerusalem, Rhodes and Malta
is planning to undertake financial warfare against

describes as the three main proposals of the USLP -

the European Labor Party following Labor Party

which in fact represent the greatest threat to the

exposes of the Order's attempts to capture the

physical

papacy

and

financial

hegemony

of

the

Black

Guelphs:

and

its

participation

in

international

terrorist networks.
According to these sources, a more than

"I) Establishment of a so-called International Develop
ment Bank; 2) The use of nuclear and especially fusion
power to advance technological development; 3) a so
called 'Grand Design' envisioning economic cooperation
and broad working relationships among the U.S.,
France, German, and the USSR ... '
"New Solidarity (the newspaper of the U.S. Labor
Party - ed.) contends with monotonous regularity, that
economic development. and peace will be halted if the
conspirators have their way and 'unleash' war in the
Middle East or 'assassinate LaRouche ... '

$1 billion

legal suit is planned. The extraordinary action is
primarily motivated by the Order's anticipated
recapture of the papacy following the death of Pope
Paul VI.
Although

the

material

and

information

disseminated by the European Labor Party and the
U.S. Labor Party on the Order was obtained from
the public record, including the publications of the
Order itself, the latter view the exposure of their
networks as responsible for destroying their plans
to recapture the papacy.

To stop the Labor Parties, the Zionists are going full
tilt with operations that involve the terrorist networks
of the Institute for Policy Studies and Philip Agee's
British-inspired"anti-CIA" network.
To mobilize the"leftist" terrorist gangs for attacks
against the Labor Party, the Los Angeles office of the
ADL leaked its latest slander to the Berkeley Barb, a
drug-advocating

counterculture

newspaper

in

Berkeley, California which has served as an "above

The Order and the black nobility tied to it are the
political backers and allies of Monsignor Lefebvre,
a sworn enemy of the Vatican and of Paul VI.
Furthermore, the action against the ELP in the
form of a suit or other financial warfare is being
pushed by order of St. John members directly
linked to Lazard Freres bank, a central institution
in London, New York, and Paris in the operations of
the Black Oligarchy.

ground" communications source for terrorists like the
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5. The Right-left Networks In The Mideast
With great effort. the Arab states and Iran have

and the Gemayel family. with important connections

begun to uproot the entrenched network of British

to Israeli military intelligence and into the Egyptian

Zionist underground terror

Coptic community.

that

has plagued the

Middle East for several generations. With the close
cooperation of the security services of Western

the Order of Malta. the City of London financial

Europe. the USSR. and the "American faction" of the

establishment. and the old Zionist elite.

CIA - that is. the non-Zionist Lobby faction - the
Arabs have dismantled a large part of the destabil

In various Middle East states. these networks have
been. and are. responsible for civil wars.

izing network. But the remaining nest of extremists.

insurrections. terrorism and political assassinations.

Moslem reactionaries. and old British Colonial Office

religious strife. and economic sabotage. The following
brief grid details the recent acti vities of these forces:
- In Iran. an unholy alliance of rightist Shi'ites and

agents is being activated full-tilt by the Israeli intelli
gence command and their British sponsors.

All four of the!� networks are jointly supported by

networks. in part: first. the freemason and Bahai cult

left-wing and liberal "democrats" is in the midst of a
virtual insurrection to break the Shah and his commit

elite based largely in Israel and Iran with extensive

ment to industrial development. Even the London

The terrorists in question involve the following

penetration into the Arab world. in coordination with

Times reported this week that a "British conspiracy"

Scotland Yard;

second. the ultra-rightist Moslem

has been blamed for the troubles. and a key ally of the

reactionaries such as the Iranian Shi'ite mullahs and

Shah this week attacked "forces trained in the Nazi

the Sunni Moslem Brotherhood. including the Imam

and fascist schools" as responsible for the trouble.

Musa Sadr in southern Lebanon. Ayatollah Khomeiny
in Iraq. and certain Algerian support networks; third.

The Shah. who has held back from naming the British.

the Palestinian extremists whose chief representative

has blamed "outside forces. "
- I n Saudi Arabia. Palestinian extremists have

is Abu Nidal. now under increasing suspicion by the

attacked

Iraqi

ultra-rightist

Baghdad. took responsibility for the huge explosion

Lebanese Maronite militia led by Camille Chamoun

that temporarily shut down Saudi production in 1977,

authorities;

and

fourth.

the

Saudi

oil

fields.

Abu

Nidal.

based

in

Charge Israelis Bombed Beirut P LO Offices
that

Actually I expect from this side only unfriendly

destroyed an apartment complex in Beirut which

intentions. As regards my security and that of the

Following

the

Aug.

13

bomb

explosion

housed the offices of the Palestinian Liberation

Iraqi Embassy in the Federal Republic, I believe

Front, PLF leader Abul Abbas and Yasser Arafat,
the chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organi

that it has been guaranteed by the responsible
authorities.

zation, exposed the incident as an act of Israeli
secret

services.

statements

The

countered

Palest inian

initial

reports

leaders'
that Abul

Abbas had charged Syria for responsibility for the
crime,

and

undercuts

British

and

Israeli

. intel1igence efforts to foment inter-Arab hostilities
by perpetrating this and similar terrorist incidents.

Q:

Are you therefore less endangered than your

Iraqi colleagues elsewhere?
Bayragdar: I do not know what the Zionists are

planning. At any rate it cannot be anything good .
Currently it must be tempting for them to become
active and pin their actions on some party or other.

In an interview with the West German daily
Frankfurter

Rundschau

this

week,

Iraq's

Ambassador to Bonn. Zuhayr al-Bayragdar. under
lined Israel's role in international terror:

Q:

Can you explain, after the detestable assassi

natiuns at the PLF headquarters in Beirut-to a
normal German citizen who does not know anything
about

18

the

contrasting

interests

in

the

Arab

Q: You had hardly taken over your position in Bonn

camp-why

when German security measures had to be inten

other up instead of fighting jointly for an acceptable

sified because of a wareness of a series of assassina

peace agreement in the Mideast. using means other

the Palestinians

are

blowing

each

tions at Iraqi embassies. Did you feel more secure

than terrorist ones?

at your earlier post in East Berlin?

Bayragdar: Sooner or later it will be discovered

Bayragdar: As is known, the Israeli secret service

that

has no possibility of developing activities in East

headquarters was a deed of the Israeli secret

Germany. activities that could endanger any Arab.

service.
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at

a

time

when

Israeli military

personnel

were

threatening the fields.

process of reconciliation

between

Iraq and Arab

moderates guided by Saudi Arabia. and it involved the

- In Egypt. President Sadat has recently shut down

activation of the fascist Abu Nidal network and special

major parts of a British colonial and promonarchist

Israeli "hit teams" in several European cities. Beirut,

network that included Prime Minister Salem. Mustafa
Amin of Al Akhbar. British-linked journalists like

and Pakistan.
Virtually all Arab factions. after initial disorienta

M.H. Heykal. the royalist New Wafd Party. and so

tion. united to blame the Israeli intelligence squads for

forth. But the power of the terrorist Moslem Brother

the attacks. In one case. in Beirut. a huge car bomb

hood remains strong.

was discovered in front of a PLO office and the drivers

- In Syria. a wave of assassinations in the past year
has left dozens of top Syrian officials dead. President

arrested. among them two Falangists; the explosives
had Hebrew markings.
according to Lebanese

Assad's brother. Rifaat Assad. was reportedly killed
by terrorists last month. Some Israeli sources have

authorities. A similar bomb. one week earlier. had

predicted the "Balkanization of Syria" by the eruption

200 dead.
The urgent danger now is that Israel will stage what

of tribal. sectarian. and religious warfare.
-

In

Lebanon.

Israel

has

leveled an entire nine-story building in Beirut. leaving

supported

Henry

Kissinger's ongoing civil war crisis that. since 1975.
has left over 60.000 dead.

the

London

Daily

Telegraph

called

a

"terrorist

spectacular" in Israel itself to provide its armed
forces with a pretext for launching a blitzkrieg against
Lebanon and Syria. and possibly Saudi oil fields as
'
well.

''Terrorist Spectacular

Another key aspect of the Israeli-British terror has

A low-intensity wave of bombings has hit Israel in

and

the past two weeks. and Israelis are getting jittery. On

Palestinians dead in Europe. the Middle East. and

this pretext. Israel has begun a national antiterrorist

Asia starting early this month. What initially had
appeared to be a secret war between Iraq and the

cooperating with Military Intelligence to form a world

been

the

firefight

that

left

many

Iraqis

moderates in the Palestine Liberation Organization
later turned out to be nothing more than a deliberate

mobilization that has seen Shin

Bet and Mossad

wide network of assassins. Inside Israel. the popula
tion has been forced through a series of "drills" and

Israeli-sponsored effort to exacerbate division s in the

practice runs to simulate terror-siege conditions. A

Arab world. It was launched to obstruct a general

full alert was declared on Aug. 22.

6. Europe, Arabs Move For A Cleanup
Two episodes of terrorism earlier this year. the
February assassination on Cyprus of a leading
Egyptian journalist and the March 11 raid on a
schoolbus in Tel Aviv. have since catalyzed an
ambitious clean-up of terrorist networks in the Middle
East - in Lebanon. in Egypt. and. in preliminary
form. Iraq. Throughout this period. an awareness of
the involvement of Israeli intelligence in Middle East

the alleged mastermind of the 1972 Munich Olympics
massacre. These events in southern Lebanon were
preceded by the timely death in East Germany of
Wadi Haddad. head of the Special Operations Branch
of the rejection front and a mastermind of several
hijackings and other terrorist extravaganzas.

April 24: Egyptian security police announced the
arrest of a large terrorist ring linked to the Red

terrorism has grown. provoked in large part by the

Brigades of Italy and to Abu Nidal's rejectionist

March 11 modus operandi: Israel dropping its security

faction. In an interview with Italy's Corriere della

dragnet to allow the raid to trart!;pire. thereby setting
up the massive Israeli strike into Lebanon. That

charged that the ring was led by Sergio Mantovani,

Israeli "Palestinian" agents may have carried out the

the "contact . . . to coordinate work" between the Red

Tel Aviv raid is widely suspected.
Following March 11. various Middle East countries
began to get wise.

Egyptians further charged that Mantovani
maintained a liaison in Zurich named Bellini and was

March: the pro-terrorist head of Libyan intelligence
was fired. leading to a reconciliation between Libya.

Brigades

and

the

Palestinian

terrorists.

The

a major controller of international terrorism.

Early May: West German Justice Minister Hans
Joachim Vogel visited Cairo for the first time and

France. and its African neighbors.

April 19:

Sera newspaper. the Egyptian Prosecutor-General

Palestine Liberation Organization leader

agreed with his counterparts to conduct a "relentless"

Vasser Arafat organized the arrest of 120 Palestinian

campaign against international terror. At the time,

Giornale newspaper

reported

that

the

extremist rejectionists who were intent on confronting

Italy's

the Israelis. The arrested Palestinians had ties to both

security forces of Egypt. Italy. and the PLO had begun

key Iraq-based terrorist Abu Nidal and to Abu Daoud.

to systematically coordinate action against terrorists.
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- Arafat pledged full cooperation with French and
United Nations forces in Lebanon, initiated a

Brigades and the Japanese Red Army, calling them

crackdown against extremists, and sent a telegram to
Italy condemning the Red Brigades. Soon afterward,

economic

French forces traced southern Lebanon provocations
to a secret Red Brigades training base in Lebanon. On
May 7, a Swiss woman was arrested in the midst of a
bombing attempt and admitted to being an agent
. of
Israeli intelligence.
-French press revealed
that Israeli-French
millionaire Samuel Flatto-Sharon is linked to the Red
Brigades.
-Egyptian President Sadat concluded an internal
crackdown on anglophile dissidents with several
attacks on the British and British media. A terrorist
ring linked to Algeria-based former head of Egyptian
intelligence, Abdel-Meguid Farid, styling itself the
"Egyptian Liberation Front, " was cracked in Egypt.

June-July: The clean-up in Lebanon of terrorists
continued, and an anti-Chinese coup in South Yemen
brought the weight of the Soviets against old British
intelligence nests operating in the former British
colony of Aden.
By mid-July, the groundwork was laid for the
following series of events:
- July 13 , the PLO officially denounced Iraq for sub
version of the Palestinian cause by sustaining Abu
Nidal within Iraq's borders. Saudi Foreign Ministry
and related officials arrived in Iraq to press the fight
against terrorism. On July 15, PLO forces moved into
southern Lebanon to crack down on Abu Nidal-linked
provocateurs, and Arafat promised full cooperation
with the United Nations. On J uly 18 , the PLO declared
full

mobilization

against

Iraqi

" state-backed

terrorism" via diplomatic pouch, gun-running, Iraqi
airlines, etc.
-July 16, signs began to emerge that the anti-terror
campaign was taking

effect

in

Iraq .

An

official

government proclamation singled out "Freemasons
and Bahais" as responsible for criminality in Iraq,

"fascists. " Jalloud equated terrorism with "denying
development

assistance

to

the

Third

World. "
-July

30,

mentality"

Iraq

attacked

British

as the British-Iraq

"colonialist

crisis began over

British arrests of Iraqi officials for "terrorism. "
Suspicion rose i n intelligence circles that Britain
initiated the crisis to preempt the Iraqi internal crack
down on Bahai-Freemason terrorist nests.

EarlyAugust: Targeting of terrorism became more
precise. Lebanese U.N. Ambassador Tueni attributed
full responsibility for Lebanon destabilization to
Israel; State Department pressure increased to end
the Israel-Falange relationship; a Defense Depart
ment official circulated an evaluation that " Abu Nidal
is an Israeli agent"; Iraq, following visits to the coun
try by leading Saudi officials, called off the "war
crimes

tribunal"

against

Sadat,

aborting

a

key

activation operation for new Mideast terrorism.
-Days later, "intra-Palestinian warfare" heated
up, with ostensible Iraq vs. PLO assassinations and
retributions hitting France, Great Britain, Lebanon,
Pakistan, and elsewhere. France's Le Figaro noted a
strange coincidence between outbreak of a terror war
and recent success of Saudi intra-Arab mediation
efforts. Figaro also revealed that Iraq had begun to
take steps to distance itself from the rejection front
and Lebanon provocateurs.
- Italian police arrived in Cairo Aug. 13 to investi
gate the Aldo Moro murder. French and Italian press
commented on links between Cairo-based extremist
Palestinians and the European wave of terrorism.

Mid-August: Egyptian press revealed that Iran
Saudi-Egyptian coordination against terrorism was
taking shape.
-Aug. 13 , a Beirut building was bombed, killing 200 .
On Aug. I S , Iraqi embassies in Italy and West
Germany denounced terrorism, and blamed Israel for

and refused amnesty to them. Intelligence officials in

the terror wave. Palestinian commando group Fatah

the U.S. indentified these two groups as the center of

warned of an imminent Israeli "wave of terrorism."

manipulation of terrorist groups in collaboration with

On Aug. 17 , PLO security prevented a new bombing
attempt that had been planned with Israeli weaponry.

S cotland Yard.
-July I S , Egyptian police cracked down on arms

On Aug. 18 , PLO representatives from centers abroad

and drug traffickers and on small cells of known

met

terrorists .

measures. On the same day, PLO journalist Falastin

-July 20, the Cypriot government implicated the
Franz-Josef

Strauss

right-wing

networks

and

an

Israeli intelligence agent in an attempted right-wing
coup on the island.
threatened

to

Cypriot President Kyprianou

expose

the

"magicians"

Beirut

to

discuss

international

security

AI-Thawra officially attacked Israel for terrorism,
blasting

those

western

news

agencies

who

are

distorting this phenomenon, and stating that western
reports of "intra-Arab fighting" are "just aimed at

behind

spreading confusion and splitting further the ranks of

-July 25, Libyan Prime Minister Jalloud, while

that Palestinian reconciliation efforts are on the up

international terrorism.

the Palestinians. " On Aug . 2 1 , Beirut press reported

vis iting Pakistan, made a major attack on the Red
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